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Abstract . The studies on (he properties of binary -  iiiclallic glass alloy., pailiciilarly (hose based on / r  have been made An increase in the 
icsistance is reported near the siipercondiicliiig transition Icniperutiirc lor metallic alloys which is an anomalous behaviour for such alloys This 
.iiioin.ily consists ol a peak in the resistance which can leach iipto 10 pW cm above the usual superconducting fluctuation region Although, many such 
.niomalous properties have been accounted for weak localisation and inicraclmg contributions, the c|uestion of oiigm of these elTecls ate still highly 
Lonin>versial and not yet properly understood We analyse the probable cffccis that can cause the fluctuation of superconducting transition temperature 
(/ ) Wc try to rcmvesiigaie the fluctuation ot superconducting transition lemperaiurc ('/’ ) through the deduction o( superconducting gap purumeiei 
and ihc resistivity behavioi from the evaluation of the normal stale electronic property for some /r-C u alloys The results have been attributed to the 
wc.ik localisation and s-d exchange interactions due to the piescnce ol locali.sed electrons on the Cu sites
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1. Introduction
The Zt-Cu binary metallic .superconducting alloys have been 
IoliikI (o be of immense experimental and theoretical interest as 
many.anornalous behaviors arc reported for these samples. One 
siiJi very important anomaly is the resistance close to the 
^iipcrconclucting transition temperature. We rcicr to such 
anomalies observed | 1 , 2 ] in superconducting transition 
icmpeiature ol ^'^40 so anomaly
 ^onsisis of a peak in the resistance which can reach uplo lOpQcm 
above the usual superconducting lluctualion region. Many |3,4] 
1)1 such anomalous properties have been attributed to weak 
b)cali/aiion and interaction contrihulions. But the question of 
Diigin ot these effects are still highly controversial and not yet 
properly understood.
The purpose of this paper is therefore, to analyse the 
probable effects and explain the behavior of anomalous 
ic s is iiv ity  near the superconducting transition temperature for 
s^ mie Zr-Cu alloys. Wc attempt to look into this fluctuation 
ibiough the deduction of resistivity behavior from the normal 
elcclionic properties. We conjecture that the anomalous 
'rMsiiviiy behavior is due to the s~d exchange interaction 
the conduction electrons and localized moments
bmvcvcr small it may be._______
 ^‘’'fLsponding -Author
Due to the presence of Cu, a small w /  exchange interaction 
between the conduction electrons and those localized on the 
Cu sites may result in the increase in resistivity near the onset 
of superconducting transition temperature.
2. Formulation of the Hamiltonian
Wc write a Hamiltonian for Zr-Cu system which modifies the 
DCS Hamiltonian due to the presence of exchange interaction 
icnn.
The Hamiltonian for such a system may be written as
kci kk'
+r ( 1 )
where the first term represents the single panicle energy; the 
second term the BCS Hamiltonian with usual pairing interaction 
V and the last icmi represents the s-d interaction term between 
the conduction electrons and the localized moments at the 
impurity sites. N is the total number of atoms in the system, J
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ihc strength of the s-d interaction. 5^ and .V„ arc ihc components 
of the spin operator and arc the usual creation and
annihilation operators of the conduction electrons with 
wave vector k and spin tr .
The Hamiltonian (1) after mean field approximation may be 
written as
G^^UE) = __________
(£-’ - 4 )
We now define the function 
1
1-
3/
2N
( E - e „ ) (9)
ko
kk'a
X T K^n'rnr (2)
where is the fermion occupation number and A the 
superconducting order parameter defined by
where K(E) and HE) are real functions of E and are defined by
1 X-
E - £ v-
and
U E ) = p n Hi-----
2
3. Methodology
Fic|. (2) is now solved for the gap parameter and the normal slate conduction electrons. In eq. ( 11), we replace the sunl over Kil', 
resistivities by defining the tcmpeiatuie dependent Greens integral over . Now, if we assume the oensily nl
states to be independent of Cj^  - at the Fermi surface, the 
integrand diverges. Thus, we should cut-off the integration Iruni 
{-D)[o{D)
where p  denotes the Fermi surface density of states ol
unctions
(4)
(5) K{E) = - ^ - ~ f  f(  — '•—  ] lanh [ 1  rf£,- . 2N J-i> [ F - € ^ . )  [ i t  ) * ( H i
The Green's functions given by eq. (4) and equation (5) arc 
solved by equation of motion method involving the Hamiltonian R“ « ‘!vity calculations from normal and anomalous
Green's function
The resistivity of Zr-Cu alloys have been calculated from thi 
imaginary part of the normal state Green’s function. The s-d 
exchange strength term J is oblamcd from the gap paramclcr 
Green's function eq. (9). The alloy gap function may be obtaind 
from the usual gap equation
eq. (2) and taking the Fourier transform. We thus obtain the 
normal slate and the gap Green's function m Ihc coupled form 
as
(6 )
r n
(e +£„) c, ] ^ \ e )= -46-;,;; (E)
This is obtained as
(7)
1'hcsc equations arc decoupled retaining only the linear term 
in J as J has been assumed to be very weak lor single impurity 
ease. We thus finally obtain
1 + JK(£ ) = v \  ‘ p (r.,). ~  lanh 
2 ‘ £..
(£   ^J
^ i f
37
G];;,iE)= 1 -
E - £ „
(E
=n,(0)
at 7 = T; +0.
In f 1.02
d £ , i  (I5i
(I6i
(8)
( E - c , )
To calculate the resistivity change due to the scattering !^ 
conduction electrons from the impurity sites we need to calculate
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ihe lifclime defined by the equation Now at +0,
I-ioiTi the Green's function (8), we have
' , j c m
(17)
(18)
Using eq. (9), we can splil eq. ( 18) in real and imaginary parts
(19)
L (.„) = iE £ (^ ,an h  X  
' 2 [ i t . (24)
Final equations for j j -  with 7 = 7 + 0 ,  may be written using
the electron-phonon coupling constant ^i-p=1p((11 at the 
Fermi surface from (5] and ( 16) as
Rj-
~Rr
i J n  tanh(y^ j
V In -
D 'l
DT
37;rtanh(7jr) 
4
-2 (25)
.lu'ic, X = \ + V K ( E )  and r = ’ ./7(£'). . Thus, the 
iia^ !inary part of cq. (19) combined with cq. ( 16) yields
1
+ r - j (20)
Now from general transport equation, the conductivity cr 
an k' written as [5]
III* j
f> t  ( f )
(Ie V ' (21)
vhcic n IS the total number ol conduction electrons, ni* is the 
I la  live mass and J p) is the fcrmi distribution function.
The lesistivitics R arc calculated for T -  T^ +0, from eqs. 
?()) and (21). We thus have,
«/
(22)
unction near Fermi surface given by
U f,,) = trp(£„)
^ t a n h ^
l+ cx p (^ ^ r ' j
7
27, (23)
5. Results and discussion
The Cooper pairing potential V has been evaluated from the 
band structure density of states (0) values given in |41 and 
the values given in [6] Following the experimental findings 
on Zr^ j^j Cu^ j^ and Zr^^-Cu,jy samples, wc have evaluated the 
resistivity ratios R(T) / /?(T ) for ( 7 -  T ) = 20mK, 40mK and 
60mK, with J = 0.(X)6 and 0.(K)01 respectively. 1'he variations of
R( T) have been shown in Figures. 1 and 2. Wc emphasise that 
the observation of peaks arc the natural consequences of 
reported theoretical divergence in the resistivity expression with 
20-60rnK of 7'^  which i\rc  in good qualitative agreement with the 
experimental results. These results strongly suggest that the
Micrc = ^  a t7=  7. 
e‘n
I he values of L(e ^ ,) has been calculated from the Fermi
1.4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 B 1 9 2.0 2 1 
T(K)
Figure 1. Normalised plot of variation of resistivity ratio with tempcraluits 
T(K) with J = 0.006 for impure Cu^^Zr^,, with = 0 642, T = I 75K, 
N,, ^  0.867 and V = 0.7405cV
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p ea k  arises from th e  w e a k  in te r a c t io n  b e tw e e n  th e  T h is m ay be attributed to  the w eak  lo c a liz a t io n  o f  conduction
supcrconclucling fluclualion and s -  d  exchange inleraclion 
07
0 92 0 93 0 94 0 95 0 96 0 97 0 98  
T (k )
Ki|(ure 2. Normalisnl plol ol viiniiiioii of icsislivily ratio with tciiipcr.illire 
T(K) with J ~ ()(KK)1 for impure ru^,Zi,,,, with = 0 512. T -  0 92K, 
/V„ = 0 826 and V= 06198547cV
e le c tro n s  d u e  to  th e  p re s e n c e  o f  im p u r i t ie s  n e a r  ihc 
superconducting  phase transition.
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